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mike skinner, alias the streets, das enfant terrible im untergrund der britischen tanzszene,
der mit dem sprechgesang, der sich mit drogen und alkohol herumschlägt – oder ist er brav
geworden? vieles wurde ihm nachgesagt. was aber offensichtlich bzw. offen hörbar ist, das
sind seine neuen songs, in denen er philosophiert und wesentlich optimistischer als früher
rüberkommt – im gespräch ist er auch noch ein sanftmütiger netter typ – so wie ihn sich die
mütter als schwiegersohn wünschen. TEXT: ANGIEBLACK; FOTO: WARNER UK

mike skinner alias the streets

that and, of course, the band I play with as
well.

curt: On the myspace site you introduce
yourself by saying: “Alcohol is the answer.”
What do you mean by that?
MIKE: Oh, it’s just a joke really. I mean, I just
saw it written down somewhere and thought
it was quite funny. It doesn’t really mean
anything.
curt: But didn’t you have problems with
alcohol and drugs in the past? In 2006 you said
you knocked all of it down. What about that?
MIKE: I gave it a rest for about a year. But – I
don’t have a problem with it.
curt: I’ve just come back from the UK and it
struck me that people there drink much more
than we do here. Is it really like that?
MIKE: Yeah, we certainly do drink more. You’re
probably right.

curt: What kind of a show is Beat Stevie?
MIKE: It’s on the tele in the UK, but it’s also
on youtube. If you do a search for Beat Stevie
you’ll find it. Well, they’re all different really
but they’re just kind of about me, and what
I’m getting up to. They’re quite cool.
It’s quite creative and funny as well.
curt: What do you think is more important for
an upcoming musician nowadays: to represent
himself/herself on the Internet, to be played
on the radio or to play live?
MIKE: I used to think that the music was the
most important thing. But I think to be an
artist – there is something about playing live
that makes everything seem a bit more real. So

curt: You love going to Ibiza with your friends.
What’s so fascinating about the place?

I think playing live makes the whole experience
a little bit more three-dimensional.

MIKE: Well, it’s a beautiful island for a start.
But there’s also lots to do for British people –

curt: You say your lyrics are important but you
don’t even put them on the booklet of your

Germans go there as well. It’s got a really good
balance of beauty and nightlife. There’s a lot

CD. Why is that?
MIKE: I put a lot of effort into the artwork. I

going on.
curt: You said it’s a good place to be for stars.

don’t think anyone could say that I didn’t do
that … I work very hard to make the songs

Why’s that?
MIKE: For stars? I don’t remember saying that.
I think there are quite a lot of famous people
there but I don’t really hang around with

easy to understand as songs. I think if I was
gonna write the lyrics down on paper, I’d just
become a poet. It’s just not what I’m into. The
song should be able to stand on its own as a

famous people.
curt: Who are your friends you go with then?

song.
curt: Your lyrics are supposed to be related to

MIKE: Just people I work with, like the guy
who takes care of quite a lot of my creative
things. We do a TV show called Beat Stevie.
Yeah, really all of those people who work on

your life and to real life. Can you tell me more
about this?
MIKE: I guess that I just want to make songs
that relate to people. Songs have to be about
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something. Part of my technique is to describe

curt: What was it like to grow up in Birmingham?

the small details. That’s kind of how I get the
emotion across. It’s a technique really. It’s not

MIKE: It really instilled a lot in me, a lot of
reality, and – I think – important values. I don’t

like I have this inner urge to just ban all this
realism.
curt: What kind of music do you listen to?
MIKE: All sorts. I listen to most genres really.
I’m constantly getting new music to listen to,
to check it out. Listening is a really important
part of what I do.
curt: When you were 15, you started experimenting with hip hop, jungle and rap in your
room at home. How did your parents react to
that?
MIKE: I think they wanted me to get a normal
job because they were worried about whether
I was gonna succeed. But apart from that they

get too caught up in – kind of – music for
music’s sake, or art for art’s sake… I see it as a
lot of sensations. But London definitely makes
it much easier for me to succeed.
curt: But isn’t London much more expensive than
Birmingham?
MIKE: It is, yeah! But luckily I earn pretty good
money, so I’m all right.
curt: You were a student at Sutton Coldfield
College near Birmingham. What did you
study?
MIKE: Just electrical engineering, microelectronics …
curt: The name “The Streets” sounds like an
entire band but you’ve been working alone all

   





     


  

were really proud and pleased for me.
curt: A while ago, in 2003, you wrote a song
called “Dry Your Eyes” with Chris Martin from
Coldplay. Did you ever release the song?
MIKE: It leaked on the Internet. But no, we
never released it.
curt: You’re going to be 30 this year. Does this

these years. Why did you choose that name?
MIKE: I just thought it was amazing that it
hadn’t been chosen before. It was supposed
to be a band at the time but then it didn’t
really kind of come together. But I don’t think
it really matters what the name is, because it
becomes whatever it is anyway.

mean anything to you?
MIKE: Not really. Maybe it will do once I’m 30

curt: There’s a song with the line: “I came to
this world with nothing, and I‘ll leave with

but I’m just always focused on music. I don’t
really think about my age. But I do think I’ve

nothing but love, everything else is just borrowed ...” What do you want to tell us with

achieved quite a lot in my 20s.
curt: You were born in London, but you grew

that?
MIKE: Well, it just came out really. I couldn’t

up in Birmingham, right?
MIKE: Yeah, I moved to Birmingham when I

really tell you. I was writing a song about
wanting to be optimistic. But the words just

was quite young.
curt: Music-wise it would have been much
easier for you to start out with your music and
make a living with it in London, because that’s

sounded right and I think the great thing
about that lyric is that it explains itself. There is
no need. It’s that simple.
curt: Do you have a favourite song on your

where all the music industries are.
MIKE: It used to frustrate me when I was
younger, because I didn’t like it being so difficult to achieve what I wanted to achieve. But

album?
MIKE: Yeah, my favourite song is “On the Edge
of a Cliff”, definitely. I think the music is really
well executed, it really came off. I think the

since I moved to London, like you said, it’s been
much easier to build something.

chorus is cool. It really hits you and the chorus
sets that up really well.

